We first define a Rohlin property for one-parameter automorphism groups of the hyperfinite type Hi factor as an analogue of Kishimoto's definition for one-parameter automorphism groups of unital simple C*-algebras.
In Connes' classification theory of type III factors [2] , the modular automorphism groups have been deeply studied through Tomita-Takesaki theory and their properties play important roles. Therefore, for our interest in oneparameter automorphism groups of R, we could find something common or parallel between the modular automorphism groups and R-actions on R.
Although we have not known the right definition of freeness of R-actions, we propose to say an R-action a is "free" when the Connes spectrum T(a) = R, and for any t ^ 0, a t £ lnt(R).
Later we will see in Example 2.3 these two conditions are independent of each other. However we remark, when M is a factor of type III, the condition S(M) = [0,oo) implies T(M) = {0} i.e., T(a^) = R implies erf £ Int(M) for t ^ 0 for the modular automorphism groups [2, Theoreme 3.4.1], thus it is enough to assume only the full Connes spectrum condition. So far, classification is completed by Kawahigashi [6] in the case when F(a) ^ R. As for "free" actions, only the specific actions have been classified. (See [7, Theorem 1.16 ], [8, Theorem 16] .)
In order to deal with "free" R-actions, in a similar way to the method in the case of discrete group actions mentioned above, Connes' strategy would be helpful again. Let us roughly recall what he did. His above result arose on the way to prove the uniqueness of the hyperfinite type III^ factor for A £]0,1[. Since it was also shown by him that a type III^ factor is isomorphic to some crossed product algebra of some type 11^ factor by Z, he decomposed the problem into two parts. One is proving the uniqueness of the injective type HOG factor TV, and the other is a proof of the uniqueness of trace-scaling Zactions on TV, which is reduced to showing the uniqueness of free Z-actions on R up to outer conjugacy.
His first step is to prove the "non-commutative Rohlin lemma" which is explained in detail in the next section. Secondly, he showed the one-cohomology vanishing of a free Z-action a in the central sequence algebra R^, where LJ is a free ultrafilter over N. And thirdly, he proved that a is outer conjugate to a model action.
In this paper, we define (in Definition 2.2) an appropriate Rohlin property for one-parameter automorphism groups of R, which is an analogue of Kishimoto's definition for unital simple C*-algebras [9] , and show that the cohomology of a one-parameter automorphism group with the Rohlin property vanishes in the a-equicontinuous central sequence algebra -Ru;,eq 5 which is also an analogue of [9, Theorem 2.1] .
Though the uniqueness of the hyperfinite factor of type IIIi has been proved by Haagerup [4] , if we could classify "free" R-actions on R up to cocycle conjugacy, it is expected that it would give another proof of the uniqueness of the hyperfinite IIIi factor as an analogue of Connes' result for the hyperfinite III A factor for A GJO, 1[.
§2. A Rohlin Property
We define a Rohlin-type property for one-parameter automorphism groups of the hyperfinite factor of type Hi as an analogue of Kishimoto's definition of a Rohlin property for one-parameter automorphism groups of unital simple C*-algebras.
Connes proved the following "non-commutative Rohlin Lemma", which has some analogy with the classical lemma of Rohlin in ergodic theory. Kishimoto considered a certain condition for one-parameter automorphism groups of unital simple C*-algebras as an analogue of the above two conditions and named it a "Rohlin property" [9] . His definition can be translated to our setting in the following way. Definition 2.2. Let R be the hyperfinite factor of type Hi and let a. be a one-parameter automorphism group of R. We say a has a Rohlin property when it satisfies the condition: It is easy to show that the definition of R^^ is well-defined, i.e., it does not depend on choice of representative sequences of x G R^, and R^^q is a von Neumann algebra. In general, we do not know whether convergence at(x) -> x means "a;"-uniform convergence of a t (x n ) -> x n over N or not, thus a-equicontinuity is a convenient and natural assumption in our setting.
When we define a Rohlin property for a unital simple C*-algebra A in Kishimoto's way [9] , one can replace this a-equicontinuity with usual continuity. Indeed, since he defines it in a central sequence algebra ^4^ instead of the ujcentral sequence algebra, it is enough to assume continuity of t i-> Oi t (x] for x = {x n } £ AVQ in order to obtain the following equicontinuity for any e > 0 there exist 5 > 0 and no E Z such that for any n > n 0 and te]-6,6[,
which corresponds to our a-equicontinuity. We provide some correspondences between Connes' non-commutative Rohlin lemma and our Rohlin property. Let v = J T e lX dE\ be the spectral decomposition in Ru,eq of the above v. By the uniqueness of the spectral decomposition we get at(E\) = E\-pi . We therefore see the following correspondences.
single automorphism a one-parameter automorphism group a n e N
When a one-parameter automorphism group a has the Rohlin property, it is not hard to see that a is a "free" R-action on R. Indeed, it is quite obvious that a t £ lnt(R) for t ^ 0. For the other condition F(a) = R, we recall the definition of the Connes spectrum [2, Definition 2.2.1]
where a e is the restriction of a on the reduced von Neumann algebra R e , and a property of the Arveson spectrum
(there exists a net {x l } l £i C R with the operator norm one p G Sp(a) <-> < such that for any compact set K C R limlla^fxj -e zpt xj|2 = 0 uniformly on K. \ i It is easy to see that -^ Q is equivalent to F(a) = R. Moreover, the we have F(a) = {0} and each a t for t ^ 0 is outer. These explain, as we mentioned in the introduction, that the two conditions of "freeness" are independent of each other. It is known that this a is cocycle conjugate to an infinite tensor product type R-action with the full Connes spectrum [8, Theorem 16], which is unique up to cocycle conjugacy. Thus when an R-action is of infinite tensor product type, our Rohlin property is equivalent to the full Connes spectrum condition since the Rohlin property is invariant under cocycle conjugacy. However any one-parameter automorphism group of a UHF C* -algebra does not have the Rohlin property in Kishimoto's sense since KI is trivial [9] . §3o Cohomology Vanishing Here is our main theorem which corresponds to the second step of Connes' classification strategy as we mentioned in the first section. 
It is clear to see (iv). D
Now we are ready for proving the main theorem. The outline of this proof is roughly the same as the Kishimoto's for unital simple C*-algebras [9, Theorem 2.1]. Furthermore, as we mention at the end of this section, this proof is essentially based on Connes' technique for cohomology vanishing theorem for aperiodic automorphisms.
Proof. (Theorem 3.1) The direction from (2) to (1) follows by putting u(t) = e ltp .
We shall prove the other direction. Remark that we can assume the unitarity of each u n (i] from an easy argument of the polar decomposition.
For each k G N, we fix N G N larger than irk. Because the spectral decomposition of u(t) can be done in the algebra #u,, eq and one can take rectifiable paths from u(t) to 1 in the unitary group of Ru^q, we denote by l(u(t}} the infimum of its lengths in the |j • j|2-norm with respect to the trace, which is less than TT.
Then we have l(u(i]) < TT < N/k. By the continuity of u(t), there is n k G N such that for s,t <E [0,7V] with s -t < l/2 nfc , \\u(s) -u(t)\\z < l/k.
We set
Since P k is a finite set,
|!u(so) -ix(£o)||2 +
Again by the finiteness of 7^, there exists 6k > 0 such that 
\\Un(s)a a (u n (t)) -u n (s -+-t)\\2
From the above properties of u n (t), we may regard {u n (i)} n as u(t) on
To construct a coboundary, we introduce a path Xn(t) in the following way.
be the spectral decomposition of u n (N) and define a unitary by
Put x(^) •'-{Xn(t)}m then we have by the centrality of u(N) X(t] = {Xn(t)}n = {ft(Un(N}}} n = ft(u(N)) & R
where / : T -^ T is defined by / t (e lA ) = e at/JV with -TT < A < TT.
We also have
\\Xn(s] ~ \n(t}\\2
We define a unitary w in R®L°° (T) which will give the desired coboundary for u(t) with some deformation afterward, f(s -t) . By the assumption of (1) (N s -t) )\\ 2 we have / -4-14 -t) -1|| 2 + \\u n (Ns) -u n (t}a t (U n (Ns -t))|| 2 < -±-.
When A^s < t, we identify s -t/N with s -t/N + 1 modulo Z, then Ar s (xn(^s -t 4-AOH ^n(^ -t
Thus we obtain
By the Kaplansky density theorem, for any e -l/k > 0, there exists wi = Infinite a n ® fn £ R® L°°(T) such that Ij^illoo < INI oo = 1 and \\wi -w\\2 < l/k. Then Q>(WI) = {W n } is almost a unitary because
where we use the property of ^ as we have seen in Lemma 3.2. We also have -l\\2 < 2/k in the same way. Thus
We have J2 \\<x a (a n )f n (a a (v))-a n f n (v)\\2 finite finite finite
Since v E R^^^ is a-equicontinuous, the above computations show that is a-equicontinuous, which means for any e -I/k, there exists S > 0 such that
n [fc, oo) n E/c-i n Ac E a;.
We embed u n (t) canonically into R* 3 , (i.e., u n (t) <-> {u n (t)} E J? w ), and have for n G Fk and t G [0, l/2 nfc ], it is obvious that W is a-equicontinuous. Now we have proved that W G ^u;,eq-D
In the above proof, we take a finite number of points (cf. Pk, Qk^k] from the interval [0, N] and consider approximate arguments such as continuity, the cocycle condition, the coboundary condition, the central sequence condition, on those points. Concerning the rest of the points in [0,7V], by continuity we can regard them as the nearest point lives in the finite number of points. After all, a problem of continuous parameter is reduced to a finite number of single automorphisms, and we can find some similarity between Connes' and our constructions of coboundaries in the following way. is an a-cocycle. Recall, in our proof, that we have defined our coboundary as Looking at the both coboundaries, we notice that the a-cocycle u n (s) corresponds to the a-cocycle C/ m , and since $ is a functional calculus of v, we may consider it as a function calculus of the spectral projection E\s, there- 
